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A n open source foun-
dation is a group of 
people and companies 
that has come together 

to jointly develop community open 
source software. Examples include 
the Apache Software Foundation, 
the Eclipse Foundation, and the 
Gnome Foundation. 

There are many reasons why soft-
ware development firms join and 
support a foundation. One common 
economic motivation is to save costs 
in the development of the software 
by spreading them over the partici-
pating parties. However, this is just 
the beginning. Beyond sharing costs, 
participating firms can increase 
their revenue through the provision 
and increased sale of complemen-
tary products. Also, by establishing 
a successful open source platform, 
software firms can compete more 
effectively across technology stacks 
and thereby increase their address-
able market. Not to be neglected, 
community open source software is 
a common good, creating increased 
general welfare and hence goodwill 
for the involved companies.

Open SOurce FOundatiOnS
The Linux operating system and 

the Apache webserver are popular 

examples of open source projects that 
are in widespread industry use. They 
started out as volunteer projects with-
out any commercial backing. When 
the industrial significance of these 
projects became apparent during the 
1990s, interested software developers 
and firms decided to put the future 
of the software on more solid ground 
by creating nonprofit organizations.

Such an organization, commonly 
called a foundation, serves as the 
steward of the projects under its 
responsibility. It provides financial 
backing and legal certainty, making 
the survival of the software less 
dependent on the individuals who 
initially started it. There are many 
variants of foundations like trade 
associations and consortia. Each 
of them has its own matching legal 
structure, depending on the specific 
goals of the founders. This article 
uses the term foundation to denote 
all of them. 

The foundation represents the 
community of developers, which is 
also why the software is called com-
munity open source (D. Riehle, “The 
Economic Motivation of Open Source: 
Stakeholder Perspectives,” Computer, 
Apr. 2007, pp. 25-32; E. Capra and A. 
Wasserman, “A Framework for Eval-
uating Managerial Styles in Open 

Source Projects,” Proc. 4th Int’l Conf. 
Open Source Systems [OSS 2008], 
Springer, 2008, pp. 1-14).

Community open source is differ-
ent from single-vendor open source, 
which is open source software that 
is being developed by a single firm. 
Firms behind single-vendor commer-
cial open source expect direct revenue 
from selling the software and services 
for it (D. Riehle, “The Commercial 
Open Source Business Model,” Proc. 
15th Americas Conf. Information Sys-
tems [AMCIS 2009], AIS Electronic 
Library, 2009). This is typically not 
the case with communally owned 
open source, as competition is likely 
to keep revenues down.

However, there are several eco-
nomic reasons why software firms join 
and support foundations to develop 
community open source: Some mem-
bers expect cost savings for products 
built on the community open source 
software, others expect increased rev-
enue and sales from complementary 
products, and yet others want to grow 
their addressable market.

OrganizatiOnal 
reSpOnSiBilitieS

The main purpose of a foundation 
is to act as the steward of the soft-
ware being developed and to ensure 
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its long-term survival. A foundation 
has various responsibilities, including 
the following:

•	 organize the project community;
•	 actively market the software;
•	 clarify and manage intellectual 

property rights;
•	 set strategic directions for the 

software;
•	 respond and remain accountable 

to its members; and
•	 run all relevant back-office 

processes.

Open source foundations are 
usually open to everyone to join; how-
ever, a membership fee may apply. 
Many of their processes are similar to 
those of traditional software associa-
tions and will not come as a surprise. 
What is different, however, is the pro-
vision of the main product as open 
source and the resulting intellectual 
property implications.

intellectual prOperty 
mechaniSmS

Some eschew open source out of 
fear of a loss of intellectual property. 
Open source foundations solve this 
problem by providing well-defined 
processes that clarify any intellec-
tual property rights issues associated 
with the software. In the end, the 
open source project becomes just like 
every other software and is provided 
under an open source license that 
spells out its usage conditions.

In software development, three 
main categories of intellectual prop-
erty rights must be considered:

•	 copyright (to the source code 
and related texts),

•	 trademarks, and
•	 patents.

The contributors to the project 
provide the relevant intellectual 
property. Most foundations define 
the relationship between a contribu-
tor and the project using a so-called 
contributor agreement. Any legal 

entity that wishes to contribute to 
the project, whether a member of 
the foundation or not, must sign this 
agreement.

A common practice of open source 
foundations is to own the copyright 
to all source code and related texts. 
Thus, the contributor agreement is 
set up so that the contributor, be it a 
company like IBM or a volunteer pro-
grammer, signs over the copyright of 
any current or future contributions 
to the foundation. (In a weaker form, 
sometimes only a relicensing right is 
required.)

Using this mechanism, the foun-
dation becomes the sole owner of 
the copyright. It is important that 
there be only a single owner: Deci-
sion making is with the foundation 
rather than a distributed group of 
diverse copyright holders. The foun-
dation can now define and enforce 
the license terms under which the 
project is made available to the public 
and can defend the software in court.

The choice of the license depends 
on the foundation’s goals. Most foun-
dations choose a liberal license to 
allow for the widest variety of use 
circumstances of the software by its 
members. Such a liberal license typi-
cally allows embedding the software 
in other software packages without 
requiring the open sourcing of these 
other packages.

An important practice of a foun-
dation is to ensure that no source 
code is contributed from another 
open source project with an incom-
patible license. The specific fear is 
that the contribution of incompatible 
code would require an undesired 

change of license, as might happen, 
for example, with the contribution of 
GPL-licensed code to Apache-licensed 
code. The GPL license is the origi-
nal reciprocal (“viral”) open source 
license that requires all derived code 
to have the same license as well. 
“Keeping the code clean” is a prime 
directive at many foundations.

Naturally, the foundation also 
becomes the owner of the software 
trademarks and acts to enforce them. 
Thus, the foundation becomes the 
trustee of both the source code and 
its trademarks.

Finally, the contributor agreement 
clarifies the use of software patents. 
Source code implements software 
patents. Even if the foundation owns 
the copyright to the source code, 
without further measures, users of 
the software may still have to pay 
royalties to the holders of the patents 
implemented by the software. This 
can become particularly nasty if roy-
alty requests surface only after the 
software has been put to use in a user 
organization. For this reason, the con-
tributor agreement typically requires 
contributors to provide a general (per-
petual, unrestricted, royalty-free) 
usage grant of the patent to all users 
of the open source software. This pro-
tects users from unanticipated patent 
royalty requests.

Sharing develOpment 
expenSeS

There are many economic rea-
sons to start, join, or support an open 
source foundation. The original and 
still most widely known reason is cost 
savings realized by standardizing on 
one platform and sharing its develop-
ment expenses.

Consider the situation of Unix and 
Linux desktops in the late 1990s: 
Several competing windowing sys-
tems existed, each with incompatible 
desktop applications, and all of them 
configured and deployed differently, 
depending on the Unix or Linux dis-
tribution they came with. By then, 
Unix had lost the competition for 

Open source foundations 
provide well-defined 
processes that clarify 
any intellectual property 
rights issues associated 
with the software.
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the other components in the stack. 
It also reduces costs for customers 
and makes more money available for 
other purchases.

increaSed SaleS in a 
given market

A second consequence of the 
increased pricing flexibility is that a 
software developer can sell to more 
customers than before. Some cus-
tomers are more price-sensitive than 
others. Figure 2 illustrates this as the 
customer demand curve. Going down 
the demand curve from left to right, 
the price for the business applica-
tion plus operating system bundle 
goes down, and more customers are 
willing to buy. In simplified terms (a 
nontransparent market), the devel-
oper stops selling only if the price 
has come down to its own total cost. 

open source alternative saves money, 
while for the business application 
vendor more money becomes avail-
able, at the expense of the closed 
source operating system vendor, who 
misses a sale. Figure 1 illustrates this 
economic situation.

An early example of this mecha-
nism is IBM’s support of Linux. 
Realizing that OS/2, IBM’s then-com-
petitor to Microsoft’s Windows, was 
losing in the marketplace, IBM threw 
its weight behind Linux and related 
open source projects. Having an alter-
native to Windows meant that IBM 
could keep Microsoft’s license fees in 
check when selling to customers.

In general terms, replacing a high-
cost closed source component of the 
technology stack with a lower-priced 
open source component increases 
pricing flexibility for the vendors of 

the users’ desktop to Microsoft Win-
dows. Graphical user interfaces for 
Linux were a pure cost position for 
the distributors.

In this situation, any good-enough 
desktop software would do for the 
involved software firms. Distributors 
like Red Hat and SUSE (Novell) as well 
as IBM and HP decided not to com-
pete on the merits of their desktop 
configuration but rather to support a 
common desktop environment. This 
led to the continued development 
and consolidation of the GNOME and 
KDE desktop environments, formally 
supported by the GNOME foundation 
and the KDE e.V., respectively. These 
two foundations remain volunteer 
efforts, however, with strong corpo-
rate support.

It is not always the software 
firms that start or grow a software 
foundation. Cost savings through 
community open source can have 
multiple roots. Sometimes, custom-
ers join forces to create a foundation 
and require that any software devel-
opment work by a contractor utilize 
and develop the open source software 
further. Currently, the US healthcare 
industry is undertaking steps in this 
direction.

prOFitS per Sale in a 
given market

Beyond cost savings in research 
and development and in user 
organizations, original software 
development firms can use open 
source foundations to their competi-
tive (economic) advantage.

The initial thrust behind com-
pany contributions to Linux and the 
Apache Software Foundation projects 
focused on supporting an alternative 
to more expensive closed source solu-
tions. If, for example, a company is 
selling a business application that 
also needs an operating system to 
run, more money will be available 
for the business application vendor 
if no money is spent on the operating 
system license and its maintenance 
fees. Hence, for the customer, an 
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Figure 1. The support of open source software lets vendors sell at a higher price.
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Figure 2. The support of open source software lets software firms sell to more 
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Thus, replacing the more expen-
sive closed source operating system 
with a lower-cost open source alter-
native reduces the lowest possible 
price point for the bundle. This lets a 
vendor sell to more customers, which 
leads to more profits.

Higher profits on a given sale and 
more profits by selling to more cus-
tomers are two important reasons 
why a software firm may support 
open source software that is com-
plementary to its own product line. 
From the firm’s perspective, support-
ing the open source software is a 
subsidy, paid out of increased profits 
from its own product. Basically, the 
open source alternative lets the firm 
shift revenues from a complementary 
product, owned by someone else, to 
its own product.

grOwing the 
addreSSaBle market

The size of the market a software 
firm can sell into depends on the 
platforms on which it is based. If a 
vendor builds on a platform that cus-
tomers aren’t willing to operate, the 
firm’s products will not be considered. 
Thus, the choice of the platforms a 
firm’s product runs on is crucial. As 
indicated, an open source platform 
is economically more beneficial than 
a closed source platform. Thus, the 
software development firm should 

support an appropriate platform and 
encourage other vendors to do the 
same. More and better applications 
will grow the value of the platform to 
customers. With growing acceptance 
of the platform, more customers will 
be operating it, first increasing the 
total size of the market and then the 
size of the market that the software 
firm’s products can address.

Figure 3 illustrates the dynamics of 
shrinking a closed source platform to 
the advantage of an open source plat-
form. The money leaving the market 
around the closed source platform 
enters the market for products built 
on top of the open source platform. 
As customers review the choice of 
products available, they prioritize 
purchases anew in accordance with 
what’s available and how big their IT 
budget is. This dynamic is particularly 
attractive to the providers of mission-
critical applications, which typically 
get higher purchasing priority than 
less important, more incremental 
applications.

Participating in the development 
of the open source platform is of 
strategic interest to a software firm. 
It ensures visibility of the firm to 
potential customers and promises 
high technical quality of its software 
products. Gaining a strong position 
in the foundation and development 
processes of the software creates a 

significant positional advantage over 
later competitors.

There are more platforms or 
layers in the technology stack than 
some might think. The obvious plat-
forms are operating systems and 
middleware solutions. Beyond this, 
many more potential platforms exist, 
addressing vertical as much as hori-
zontal slices of the stack. Whether 
it is platforms for business account-
ing or medical imaging, automotive 
software buses or electronic patient 
records, we can expect a wealth of 
new domain-specific open source 
platforms to appear in the coming 
years.

A firm should consider creating 
community open source and sup-
porting an open source foundation 
if it is not only competing within 
the same stack, but across stacks. 
Linux, the Apache projects, and the 
Eclipse platform can all be viewed 
as software platforms on which 
revenue-generating applications 
are built. These platforms compete 
with closed source alternatives, for 
example, the Microsoft set of plat-
forms, namely Windows, ASP.NET, 
and Visual Studio. 

A reliable platform attracts other 
software vendors that might base 
their own products, whether pro-
vided as open source or not, on this 
platform. The increasing richness of 
functionality around a given plat-
form benefits everyone: Customers 
cannot go wrong in deciding for this 
platform. Moving customers from a 
not-supported platform to a firm’s 
own platform increases the size of the 
addressable market, which is likely to 
lead to more sales.

Every software development 
firm today should ask which 
open source foundation to 

support or, if necessary, to found. The 
benefits are clear: Done right, the firm 
can expect cost savings, increased 
profits per sale, a higher number 
of sales, and a larger addressable 
market. The question then becomes 
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Figure 3. Growing an open source platform increases the total market size.
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one of investment: How much to 
invest and what return to expect. At 
present, we lack economic models 
and decision processes to answer 
these questions. 

The open source research group 
at the Friedrich-Alexander-Univer-
sity of Erlangen-Nürnberg and its 
collaborators are working on this 
question. In addition, we are look-
ing at the processes and tools used 
by open source foundations and in 
open source software development 
in general. In collaboration with the 
Open Source Business Foundation, 

an international nonprofit organiza-
tion located in Nuremberg, Germany, 
we are making our research findings 
available to industry. Finally, we are 
interested in supporting public policy 
decisions with economic and techni-
cal insight to help increase general 
welfare through high-quality commu-
nity open source. 

Dirk Riehle is the professor for 
open source software at the Fried-
r i ch-Al e xa n d e r-Unive rs i t y  of 
Erlangen-Nürnberg. Contact him at 
dirk@riehle.org.
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